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N
orbert Lindemann's 820S SACD player gave me my first

taste of a crystal clear world of sound. A world  that is free

of all artefacts, remaining perfectly neutral without a

trace of analytical harshness or any of the softness frequently 

associated with analogue sound reproduction. This player, which

we featured in our 2/2007 issue and which is one of an elite group

capable of delivering digital signals of the highest quality from CD

and SACD to the analogue world that we inhabit as listeners, made

me curious to learn what else the house of Lindemann has to 

offer. I was particularly keen to discover how the 820S would per-

form in combination with amplifiers that favour the same 

approach to sound. Would an "excess" of clarity be overkill or would

the synergy effect lead to audio nirvana? And what would happen

if the Lindemann amplifiers were partnered with another manu-

facturer's electronics? This is something we will explore later in

this review.

But first let us take a look inside the two amplifiers. The 830 pre-

amp processes all source signals via its balanced inputs, irrespect-

ive of whether they arrive as balanced or not. All of the preampli-

fier stages are balanced, including the volume control. To prevent

the presence of earth leakage currents degrading the sound when

more than one component is connected, the input signals are

switched via  gold contact relays acting on both signal and ground.

Strict channel separation is maintained for the amplifier elec-

tronics, which are assembled on a sophisticated four-layer PCB. As

with the SACD player and the power amp, Norbert Lindemann has

taken great care with the grounding layout. The clarity and trans-

parency of the special Lindemann sound is thought to owe a great

deal to the grounding concept, which makes a clear distinction 

between signal conductors and shields. All grounds are arranged

in a star topology with a single reference point. The careful selec-

tion and layout of the ground paths also contributes

to the high channel separation. 

The power supply section benefits from a similar

level of expertise –  and for good reason. To avoid

any possibility of the sensitive audio signals being

affected by the 830's microprocessor, the design

features separate power supplies using separate

transformers with screen windings as well as in-

ductive couplers via which the microprocessor com-

municates with the audio circuitry. The supply is

carefully filtered and regulated independently for

each channel and –  thanks to the use of special,

high-tech regulators –  is extremely fast. The 830

preamp output stages are capable of remarkably

high current delivery. Long cable lengths are not a

problem and it performs effortlessly into high im-

pedances, by which I mean without distortion. This

preamplifier should be capable of driving any com-

mercially available power amplifier without any

problem. The high rise times of the output stages 

allow the more fragile information contained in the

audio signals, such as delicate tonal colours, to find

their way to the power amplifier intact.

In today's world, the ability to communicate is a

vital skill: in audio engineering it is no different. It

is nothing new for products from the same manu-

facturer to be able to "talk" to each other, something

which normally involves more than switching on

and off at the same time. The 830 preamp and 820

S player are a particularly communicative pair: the

preamp's source selector can be used to select the

player's digital inputs. The 830 also contains a 

power supply for the player's analogue circuitry, 

although when there is no 830 in the system, the

player gets this power from an outboard power 

supply. A great deal of attention has obviously been

paid to maximizing the compatibility of the player

with the brand's own amplifiers. 

The 830's internal processor has been used in a

variety of ways to improve ease of use – a typical ex-

ample being the individual gain adjustment for each

A pairing with the potential for true audio 

nirvana: the 830 preamplifier and 855 power

amplifier from Lindemann audiotechnik.
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input as well as for the two outputs, one

of which could, for example, be used to

drive a subwoofer. 

Now on to the power amplifier. The

855's double mono construction with

two separate power supplies means that

we are dealing with two completely sep-

arate power amplifiers under the same

hood – a setup that promises to deliver

stable, three-dimensional imaging. The

design concept of the 855, which uses

balanced inputs exclusively (somewhat

restricting its ability to partner other pre-

amps), is similar to that of the 830 as far

as balanced signal processing, power

supplies, grounding and PCB design are

concerned. The 855’s voltage gain stage is

designed for high bandwidth to avoid

unduly compromising the signal pro-

vided by the preamp. Information from

the preamplifier does not get lost, there-

fore, during its passage through the 

power amp. The moderate negative feed-

back in the voltage-gain stage is designed

to ensure that the sound delivered by the

preamp suffers minimal loss of pace.

All of this serves to pass the signal ful-

ly intact through to the output stage de-

livering the current to drive the speak-

ers. The 855's output current is supplied

by no less than 16 output transistors per

channel, organized into groups of four

in an H configuration. The advantage of

this arrangement is a much reduced

electromagnetic field, which can be so

powerful in conventional designs that it

acts as a brake on the flow of current.

This in turn degrades the speed of the

amplifier, which can lead to a loss of fine

detail. This is not the case with the 855

power amplifier, which enjoys the kind

of agility and delicacy that is normally as-

sociated with low powered amps. Nor-

bert Lindemann's original aim was in

fact to combine the best qualities of both

types of amplifier in a single product:

(virtually) unlimited power, the ability to

tame the most unmanageable of speak-

ers – and responsiveness.

Whether he has actually achieved his

aim is something I was to find out when

I auditioned it as part of my own system.

After some considerable effort, I man-

aged to substitute the 830, 855 and the

820 S SACD player for

my Soulution ampli-

fiers and dCS two-box

player. The unique

quality that I had previ-

ously recognized in the

Lindemann player itself

with my Revel F 52s

now became obvious

throughout the entire

Lindemann system: in-

credible clarity; vivid

tonal colours; a sound-

stage brightly illumin-

ated into the farest 

corners; virtually un-

bounded dynamics and

transients; expansive,

sweeping melodies;

silky smooth violins;

punchy drumbeats;

rapid-fire double bass

passages; crisply defined piano chords.

The sound was so devoid of harshness, I

felt that I could have reached out and

touched the musicians. I have rarely

been as close to the live experience. This

Lindemann trio is addictive. 

I had already convinced myself how

the player itself could do all of this when

partnered with other equipment. But

would the 830 and 855 work with other

amplifiers or do they rely on each other

to reach the state of audiophile bliss I

Lots of small capacitors and a large

heatsink area: the clean dual mono

construction of the 855 power amp.
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have just described. To test my theory, I

now put my Soulution amps back in the

system one at a time. The Soulution pre-

and power amplifiers certainly comple-

ment each other in the same way as the

Lindemann components do, and are just

as neutral but the emphasis is audibly

different. The Soulution pair does not

aim for clarity, but rather for a silky

very well together. The

Lindemann and the

Soulution components

like each other. Do the

mixed doubles sound

better? No, just different.

My choice would be for

the unmixed doubles, if

only for the aesthetics.

How does the system

sound when the dCS Ver-

di transport and convert-

er are used with the 830

and 855 in place of the

820 S? The dCS combo

sounds a tad richer but

also a bit more congested

than the 820 S. It is not

quite as transparent. The

830 and 855 reproduce

this different view of mu-

sical events without holding anything

back, providing a touch more high fre-

quency sparkle through the Revels than

the Soulutions. The Lindemann amps

certainly don't impose their own version

of things on the sound and are thus per-

fectly compatible with other modern

amplifiers and sources. Nonetheless, to-

gether they definitely make a winning

team, which, as we all know, is some-

thing you should never change. My own

personal confession is this: the Linde-

mann components represent a serious

alternative to my current system, includ-

ing the player.

With the 830/855 pre-power amplifier,

Norbert Lindemann has once again

achieved the impossible, namely deliver-

ing clear, pure sonics that are as devoid

of analytical harshness as they are of the

type of smoothness that obscures detail.

This approach is deeply fascinating, and

in no way compromised by the inclusion

of the 820 S SACD player in the chain.

On the contrary: the entire Lindemann

system is capable of delivering lasting

audio nirvana.  Reinhold Martin ■

Conclusion
Lindemann

855

WxHxD 44 x 16,5 x 34 cm

Warranty 5 Years

Distribution Lindemann 

audiotechnik  

Carl-Benz-Straße 12

82205 Gilching

Phone (0049) 8105 - 7785-30
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Distribution Lindemann 
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Phone (0049) 8105 - 7785-30

smooth tonal balance. Time to change

partners once again.

This is what I heard: Partnered with

the Soulution power amplifier, the Lin-

demann preamplifier expands the

soundstage and provides a touch more

transparency than the Soulution pre-

amp, while the Lindemann power amp

conveys the colourfulness of the Solution

preamp and adds a touch of brightness.

Nevertheless, both combinations work

Balanced rules: Lindemann favours 

XLR connectors. Mandatory in the 

power amp.
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Measurements

Frequenzgang: Lindemann 855 dbr /Hz

THD+N: Lindemann 855 %/Hz

Störspektrum: Lindemann 855 dbr /Hz

Frequenzgang: Lindemann 830 dbr /Hz

THD+N: Lindemann 830 %/Hz

Störspektrum: Lindemann 830 %/Hz

Lindemann 830 preamplifier (balanced)

Gain 9,95dB
Max. output voltage 6,7V
Distortion (THD+N) 0,0009%
IM distortion (SMPTE) 0,0023%
IM distortion (CCIF) 0,00036%
Signal-to-noise -81,1dB 
Signal-to-noise (A-weighted) -98,7dB
Upper cut-off frequency (-3dB) >200 kHz
Channel balance 0,01dB
DC output offset < 0,2mV
Output impedance (1kHz) 21Ω

Lindemann 855 power amplifier (bal.)

Nominal power output 8 Ω (0,5% THD) 181W
Nominal power output 4 Ω (0,5% THD) 333W
Gain 29,4dB
Distortion (THD+N, 10W/4Ω) 0,0074%
IM distortion (SMPTE, 5W/4Ω) 0,02%
IM distortion (CCIF, 5W/4Ω) 0,0011%
Signal-to-noise -86,8dB 
Signal-to-noise (A-weighted) -97,2dB
Rise time (4Ω) 1,9µs
Upper cut-off frequency (-3dB /10W) 180 kHz
Channel balance 0,02dB
DC output offset <1,0mV
Sensitivity (at full power into 4Ω) 1,3V
Standby power consumption ~96VA
Stability (with capacitive load) average
Square wave accuracy (with cap. load) average

Our lab confirmed the low distortion

levels present in the 830 preamplifi-

er when it cross-checked the Audio Preci-

sion analyzer measurements. The high

bandwidth 830 is undoubtedly a reference

high-end product. The noise spectrum has

practically no peaks above the noise floor;

the residual distortion contains the first two

harmonics only, and the output is very low

impedance. The power amplifier offers

generous, low distortion power output

with very good noise figures. The distortion

spectrum consists mainly of the odd har-

monics k3, k5, k7, etc., and these fall away

nice and smoothly. Overall build quality of

these Lindemann products is outstanding –

genuine, German-built high end. ■

Ungemein natürlicher, 
beweglicher und 
nuancierter Klang mit der 
faszinierenden Aura 
des Perfekten
Matthias Böde über den 
820S Super Audio CD Player
Stereo 6/2007

Eine wunderbar 
atmende Wiedergabe…
Verstärker für 
Herz und Verstand
Heinz Gelking über die Vor-/End-Kombi 
830 Stereo Control Amplifi er & 
850 Dual Mono Power Amplifi er
Image Hifi  6/2006

Eine superbe 
Musikmaschine für 
audiophile Pragmatiker 
und wahre Kenner.
Cai Brockmann über den 
822 Super Audio CD Player
Image Hifi  4/2007
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